SATURDAY MORNING LECTURES
SPRING 2024

Jan. 27—TRIUMF
10 a.m.  Shedding light on the dark matter puzzle with the DarkLight experiment by Laura Miller — TRIUMF
11:10 a.m.  Galaxies: a journey through cosmic time by Allison Man — UBC

Feb. 3—SFU Surrey Central Room 5140
10 a.m.  Shedding light on the dark matter puzzle with the DarkLight experiment by Laura Miller — TRIUMF
11:10 a.m.  Unraveling the mysteries of the dark universe by Gopolang Mohlabeng — SFU

Feb. 24—TRIUMF 20th Anniversary
10 a.m.  The physics and math of musical scales by Chris Waltham — UBC
11:10 a.m.  Two decades with neutrinos by Stan Yen — TRIUMF

Feb. 24—TRIUMF
110 a.m.  Sheding light on the dark matter puzzle with the DarkLight experiment by Laura Miller — TRIUMF
11:10 a.m.  Unraveling the mysteries of the dark universe by Gopolang Mohlabeng — SFU

Mar. 2—SFU Surrey Central Room 5140
110 a.m.  The physics and math of musical scales by Chris Waltham — UBC
11:10 a.m.  Two decades with neutrinos by Stan Yen — TRIUMF

Apr. 13—TRIUMF
10 a.m.  Unraveling the mysteries of the dark universe by Gopolang Mohlabeng — SFU
11:10 a.m.  Organic Chemistry in the space between stars: a galactic recipe for life on other worlds by Ilsa Cooke — UBC

Apr. 27—SFU Surrey Central Room 5140
110 a.m.  Organic Chemistry in the space between stars: a galactic recipe for life on other worlds by Ilsa Cooke — UBC
11:10 a.m.  Fighting cancer with radioactive drugs by Caterina Ramogida — SFU

May 11—TRIUMF
10 a.m.  Kid’s Day
Three 20 minute fun-filled lectures and demonstrations for children grades 6-9

These are free, drop-in events.

Sponsored by:

More info:
www.triumf.ca/saturday-lectures